
CNZ Carpet Gripper 
BPIR Declaration 

Version: V1.01122023 

Designated building product: Class 1 

Declaration 

Gilt Edge Industries has provided this declaration to satisfy the provisions of 
Schedule 1(d) of the Building (Building Product Information Requirements) 
Regulations 2022. 

Product/system 

Name CNZ Carpet Gripper 

Identifier CNZ Gripper 

Description 

CNZ Carpet Gripper or smoothedge is a pinned timber edging strip that holds the 
stretched carpet to provide a smooth edge at perimeter walls, for use on both 
concrete or timber subfloors. Made from plywood. 

CNZ Carpet Gripper is available in: 

• 25mm mainly use for domestic or 33mm wide mainly use for commercial. 
• 7.5mm or 9mm thickness. 
• Concrete nail , Wood nail or Plain (no nail). 

 
 

Scope of use 

Carpet grippers are narrow strips of plywood with rows of sharp pins that face 
upwards. There are two main types of carpet gripper: domestic carpet gripper - which 
has two rows of pins commercial carpet gripper - which has three rows of pins and 
provides a more secure hold on stiffer carpets. 

The pins are angled at 65 degrees to the horizontal, and are designed to grip the 
carpet quickly and firmly when it is stretched into position and placed on top. 



The carpet gripper is installed before you lay the carpet, with the pins facing towards 
the wall or outside edge of the carpet. 

 
 

Conditions of use 

Below is a review of the installation procedures for grippers.  

Fixing to the subfloor: 

Most grippers have steel nails positioned at regular intervals along the length of the 
plywood. When you put the gripper in position on the floor, you can then simply 
hammer the nails in to secure the strip. In areas where it is too difficult to use the pre-
nailed gripper, 'no nail' or 'standard' carpet gripper is used. 

In this case, the gripper strip can be fixed to the floor surface using contact or 
construction adhesive. 

For surfaces such as ceramic tiles, it can be fixed using plugs and screws. 

If the subfloor is metal, you can use self-tapping screws. 

Calculating quantities: 

The most obvious way to calculate the amount of gripper strip needed for an 
installation is to measure around the perimeter walls, not including doorways and 
other openings (unless the carpet is butting up against a different floor covering). 

 
 

Contributions to compliance 

Building Regulations 1992 - Clause 2B-Durability CNZ Carpet Gripper, with only 
normal maintenance, will continue to satisfy the performance requirements of 
Building Regulations for 10 years or for the life of the installed carpet. 

 

Supporting documentation 

The following additional documentation supports the above statements: 

CNZ Gripper 25mm 
Technical Data Sheet 

Version 
July 2023 

https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-gr
ipper?wpdmdl=10100&refresh=656bd7ab
6b0351701566379  

https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-gripper?wpdmdl=10100&refresh=656bd7ab6b0351701566379
https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-gripper?wpdmdl=10100&refresh=656bd7ab6b0351701566379
https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-gripper?wpdmdl=10100&refresh=656bd7ab6b0351701566379


CNZ Gripper Tri Tack 
Technical Data Sheet 

Version 
July 2023 

https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-tri
-tack?wpdmdl=10099&refresh=656bd6a7
3d0d41701566119  

CNZ Gripper 33mm 
Technical Data Sheet 

Version 
July 2023 

https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-gr
ipper-33mm?wpdmdl=11761&refresh=65
6bddd1d47971701567953  

For further information supporting CNZ Carpet Gripper claims refer to our website. 

 
 

Contact details 

Manufacture location Overseas 

Legal and trading name of 
manufacturer 

SHANDONG JIAPENG WOOD CO,LT
D 

Legal and trading name of importer Gilt Edge Industries 

Importer address for service 110 Antigua Street  
Addington - Christchurch  

Importer website www.giltedge.co.nz 

Importer NZBN 9429031908689 

Importer email help@giltedge.co.nz 

Importer phone number 0800445833 

 
 

Responsible person 

As the responsible person as set out in Regulation 3, I confirm that the information 
supplied in this declaration is based on information supplied to the company as well 
as the company's own processes and is therefore to the best of my knowledge, 
correct. 

I can also confirm that CNZ Carpet Gripper is not subject to a warning on ban under 
s26 of the Building Act. 

https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-tri-tack?wpdmdl=10099&refresh=656bd6a73d0d41701566119
https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-tri-tack?wpdmdl=10099&refresh=656bd6a73d0d41701566119
https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-tri-tack?wpdmdl=10099&refresh=656bd6a73d0d41701566119
https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-gripper-33mm?wpdmdl=11761&refresh=656bddd1d47971701567953
https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-gripper-33mm?wpdmdl=11761&refresh=656bddd1d47971701567953
https://giltedge.co.nz/download/tds-cnz-gripper-33mm?wpdmdl=11761&refresh=656bddd1d47971701567953
http://www.giltedge.co.nz/
https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2004/0072/latest/DLM306353.html


GILT EDGE INDUSTRIES 
110 Antigua Street Addington - Christchurch New Zealand 
0800445833 | www.giltedge.co.nz  

 
 

BPIR Ready selections 

Category: Other (custom) 

 
 

http://www.giltedge.co.nz/

